Kathryn Williams | Speaker

Kathryn is Australia’s pre-eminent
MarComs Industry financial specialist.
A very experienced business woman with international
coverage that spans more than twenty years across
Europe and Australia where she offers her services as
a consultant, mentor, coach, workshop facilitator and
keynote speaker.
Liaising closely with industry councils, Kathryn Williams
is involved in benchmark studies, analysis interpretation
of results, and is creator of: How to Sell Your Ideas™;
The Money Wheel®; and Show Me The Money® the only
industry specific perennial financial training events in
Australia for the MarComms sector.
Working in the field with a multitude of agencies across
the nation, Kathryn sees how the industry is really
performing, accumulating a volume of experiences which
grow her skills, knowledge, and competency.

Kathryn is an articulate and vibrant speaker on agency finance cumulating
from her global experience in chartered accounting, management consulting,
marketing, and the communications sector - she is the industry expert you
seek to inspire your team to stretch and grow.
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Your BIG IDEA will serve you well if you understand
how to #ownit, #valueit, and #commercialiseit

The Money Wheel®

Brand is the most powerful intangible asset, like signposts
- brand provides clarity and guidance for choices made by
consumers, companies, investors, and other stakeholders.

Pricing is a core strategic discipline for all businesses - teach
and invest in your management team, those who are
empowered to prepare price quotes, estimates, and sales
invoices for your clients.

With increasing awareness about intellectual property, and
at least 40 ways to compute the value of intangible assets –
Kathryn will show you how to create a commercial model to
recognise your most valuable assets, and how to establish
routine discipline to formally recognise, value and protect
your BIG IDEAS.
If you are in the business of ideas, then this keynote is for
you – learn how the best in the world value and sell their
ideas, and how you can too.
This keynote is ideal for:
Business owners, their senior creative and client service
team, and financial pricing officers.

Our whole industry grapples with this topic
– how much is an idea?
Kathryn’s keynote is highly entertaining
and informative which had my whole team
buzzing about how we should stop giving
our IP away for free.
Kathryn’s keynote taught us how to reference
global best practice to understand what an
idea is worth, and to confidently articulate
our selling proposition.
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Using the ‘show, don’t tell’ approach, Kathryn will up-skill
your team to become professional sellers, who know how to
commercialise the value you deliver.
In this keynote Kathryn guides you through a variety of
different remuneration modes advising how to simplify and
clarify your remuneration policy.
This keynote is ideal for:
Business owners, the client service team, and financial
pricing officers.

Until Kathryn’s keynote: My team were always
nervous when charging a mark-up on our
services, and we were all in the dark when it
came to value pricing our intellectual property
Kathryn’s keynote is Amazing.
Now we have a clear understanding of how to
develop our pricing matrix, providing clients with
choice, which my team can implement with ease.
We now host The Money Wheel® keynote
annually as one of our professional development
core curriculum topics.
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KPI’s

Show Me the Money®

Key Performance Indicators

This keynote is designed to provide you and your team
with insight, expertise, and practical tools in regards to
the financial side of running an agency.

Enjoy the rewards

Five key aspects are covered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Best Practice guidelines and benchmarks
Agency Budget - Revenue and Profit targets
Pricing - 12 modes of pricing from Hourly Rates
to Intellectual Property and Value Based Pricing
Management Reporting - Dashboard reporting
and routines
Key Performance Objectives - implementing a
KPI Program

This keynote is ideal for:
Business owners, general managers, senior account
service, and the finance team.

The Show Me The Money® keynote is a
great forum to receive professional advice
and knowledge from someone who truly
understands our industry and every aspect of
running an agency.
Being able to discuss ideas and real life
financial issues with peers in the industry in a
safe and confidential environment has given us
some real pointers in terms of where we can
make business improvements to become more
professional and profitable.
Overall, a truly practical & enjoyable event.
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Like segments of a pie: brand managers have a finite budget
to allocate across their various marketing disciplines – yet it
is often difficult to create a performance program to ensure
that each allocation is geared to deliver a return on investment.
Working with agency entrepreneurs and management
consultants, Kathryn developed the KMint KPI Program which
integrates a S.M.A.R.T. based scorecard into employment
contracts and job descriptions.
In this keynote: With clarity of purpose, and simplicity to the
numeric aspect of Key Performance Indicators, Kathryn will
illustrate how to create a curriculum with success metrics for
your leadership team.
This keynote is ideal for:
Business owners, team leaders, HR and financial heads.

Kathryn bought clarity and simplicity to our
team, through her engaging manner, with
industry expertise, the whole team feels
revved up and focused on what they need
to do, how to measure their performance,
and how to calculate their bonus.
Kathryn’s KPI Keynote is a real eye-opener
- we are converts, now addicted to client
ROMI rather than talking about “Me me me”
what we do.

Kathryn Williams | Your Financial Soul Mate®

Expert in client/
agency supplier
negotiations

Value-based pricing,
intellectual property
remuneration
modelling

Industry benchmark
terminology and
dashboard reporting

Working with teams to
mentor and teach which
financial reports and
how to read them

Confidently articulate
commercial decisions in
regard to over-servicing,
contract renewals and
fee increases

Capturing business
vision into a robust viable
budget, and practical
monthly road map

Calculating the right rates
which will ensure that every
hour worked will cover
non-billable time, and
contribute towards profit

Pipeline ownership, annual
and monthly revenue targets,
cummulative impact &
reporting routines

Investment

Value Add items

Australia and New Zealand

•

KMint electronic marketing banner for each
keynote selected

•

Co-branding opportunity

•

Co-presenting opportunity

•

Post event momentum program

•

3 blog posts per keynote

•

5 tweets per keynote

•

Video recording of the keynote for in-house
training reference

•

The Money Wheel® A5 note pads (10 units)

•

KMint Markup and Margin booklets (10 units)

•

KMint How to Value and Price Ideas and
Services booklets (10 units)

1 hour
2 keynotes, same day

AUD $3,300
AUD $5,500

•

These prices include GST

•

Travel and accommodation are additional

•

Weekend surcharges apply

•

Contact us for quotes on non-ANZ
speaking fees
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